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Weather Prognostications
Fred says everything points to "no min temp problems" for the next
week --- and likely much longer , and precipitation on the showery type
and rather minimal totals.
John Jackson says " if we make it through the full moon in Feb we are
through with winter!  I do not know how many times I heard that.  I am
sure that 75% of all growers over the age of 65 think that is true!!  I
never could convince them the full moon had no influence on cold
weather.  I might be wrong maybe it does (I have been confused once
in a while)."

FAWN Survey
Do you use FAWN for your weather information? They want your
feedback (Doesn't everyone!). Please do take their survey and let
them know what they can do to improve the site. It is very short!

Organic Cover Crops
If you are interested in cover crops, you will want to take this survey to
let the cover crop researchers know what research you want done in
cover crops. Survey.

Research Update:
Acidification and Silicon in Blueberry Plants - Spanish researchers tested two
types of acid for water acidification and tried adding silicon in the nutrient
solution to see what blueberries responded to best. Find out their results.

Upcoming Classes - Details and Registration for all classes.
WPS Train the Trainer - Feb. 6.
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Blueberry Pest and Disease Update and ID - Feb. 13.
Citrus Fertilizer and Irrigation to help deal with HLB. - Feb. 20.

Just for Fun:
Pomegranate How To:
How to Slice for Eating
How to Slice and Juice
How to Juice with a Juicer
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